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Abstract

We calculate the electronic energy loss of swift H+ and He+ ion beams in several solids with applications in material science and
microelectronics, namely Ti, Fe, Ge, Pd, LiF and Si3N4. Our calculations are based on the dielectric formalism, where the charge density
of the projectile is described by the Brandt–Kitagawa model, with the addition of projectile polarization. We take into account the dif-
ferent charge states of the projectile inside the target and the energy loss due to electron capture and loss processes. Using a realistic
description of the target energy loss function, we obtain results that show a good agreement with available experimental data in a wide
range of projectile energies.
� 2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

A precise knowledge of the energy loss of swift ions in
solids is necessary in the materials science and microelec-
tronics industry, for both target properties modification
and structural characterization by ion beam methods [1].
The scarce or absence of experimental data for ion energy
loss in materials of technological interest, specially com-
pound materials, makes it desirable to have reasonably
accurate theoretical predictions.

In this work we theoretically evaluate the electronic
energy loss of swift H+ and He+ in solids with applications
in materials science and microelectronics; we consider both
elemental targets (Ti, Fe, Ge and Pd) and compound mate-
rials (LiF and Si3N4) [2–4]. We use the dielectric formalism
framework with a realistic description of both the target
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and the projectile [5–9], taking into account the projectile
polarization, the different charge state the projectile can
acquire during its travel through the target, as well as the
energy loss associated to the electron capture and loss pro-
cesses. For the projectile energies we consider in this work,
the nuclear energy loss is negligible.

This paper is organized as follows. The theoretical
model is described in Section 2, whereas our results are pre-
sented and compared with the experimental data in Section
3. Finally the conclusions are given in Section 4.

2. Model description

When a projectile, with atomic number Z1 and charge
state q, impinges with velocity v on a solid, its charge state
changes due to electron capture and loss processes. There-
fore in the dynamical equilibrium between all the possible
projectile charge states, the total electronic stopping power
Sp(v) of the solid will be a weighted sum of the stopping
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power due to each charge state of the projectile, Sp,q(v),
plus the stopping power due to electronic capture and loss
processes, SCL

p;qðvÞ, that is,

SpðvÞ ¼
XZ1

q¼0

/qSp;qðvÞ þ SCL
p;qðvÞ; ð1Þ

where the sum is extended over all the possible charge
states of the projectile. The CasP 3.1 code [10] is used to
evaluate the fraction /q of the q charge state at equilibrium,
which depends on the target, the projectile and its velocity.
We have extended the model proposed in [11] to estimate
SCL

p;qðvÞ.
The stopping power of the target, Sp,q(v), for a projectile

with a charge state q is evaluated using the dielectric for-
malism, including the contribution of the projectile polari-
zation (due to the electric field induced by the projectile in
the target). This self-induced electric field displaces a dis-
tance dq the center of the projectile electronic cloud from
its nucleus. Then we write [11]
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where �hk and �hx are, respectively, the momentum and en-
ergy transferred to electronic excitations of the target, qq(k)
is the Fourier transform of the projectile electronic density
for the q charge state, and Im[�1/�(k,x)] is the target en-
ergy loss function (ELF), which characterizes its response
to external perturbations.

The first and second terms in Eq. (2) correspond to the
stopping power for the projectile nucleus and its electronic
cloud, respectively, whereas the third term accounts for
interference effects [11]. The distance dq is obtained as
dq ¼ aqEqðvÞ=e, with aq and EqðvÞ being, respectively, the
projectile polarizability and the self-induced electric field
produced by the projectile,

EqðvÞ ¼
2e
pv2

Z 1

0

dk
k
½Z1 � qqðkÞ�

�
Z kv

0

dx x Im
�1

�ðk;xÞ

� �
: ð3Þ

The charge density of the projectile is described by the
Brandt–Kitagawa statistical model [12] considering
the modification proposed in [13] for K-shell electrons.
The electronic excitations of the target are separated in
two contributions: those due to the outer electrons (mod-
elled by a sum of Mermin-type energy loss function) and
those of the inner-shell electrons (described by generalized
oscillator strengths (GOS)) [8].

The interaction between the projectile and the outer
electrons of the target is complicated due to the effect of
chemical bonding and the existence of collective excita-
tions. We build the ELF for these electrons by a fit to
the experimental ELF in the optical limit (momentum
transfer �hk = 0) for a wide range of transferred energies,

Im
�1

�ðk ¼ 0;xÞ

� �
outer

¼
X

i

Ai Im
�1

�Mðk ¼ 0;x; xi; ciÞ

� �
xPxth;i

¼ Im
�1

�ðk ¼ 0;xÞ

� �
exp

; ð4Þ

where �M is a Mermin-type ELF [14], and the fitting param-
eters xi, ci and Ai are related, respectively, with the posi-
tion, the width and the intensity of the peaks and other
structures observed in the ELF; �hxth,i is a threshold energy
in this fitting procedure. Proceeding in this manner the
chemical effects are included in the calculated stopping
power of compound targets [15].

On the other hand, the excitations of the inner-shell elec-
trons are described in terms of the GOS for isolated atoms;
this approach is suitable because these electrons have large
binding energies and show negligible collective effects. In
this scheme, the electronic inner-shell contribution to
ELF of a compound Ab1

Bb2
... can be obtained as

Im
�1

�ðk;xÞ

� �
inner

¼ 2p2N

x

X
j

bj

X
n;‘

df ðjÞn‘ ðk;xÞ
dx

; ð5Þ

where df ðjÞn‘ ðk;xÞ=dx is the GOS for the (n,‘) subshell of
the jth element and N is the molecular density of the target
compound. The sums extend over all the inner subshells of
the atoms in the compound. We assume that a given sub-
shell can only be excited if the energy transferred to the
target atom is larger than its ionization energy. We use
the hydrogenic approach for the GOS because it is analyt-
ical and gives realistic values of the K- and L-shell ioniza-
tion cross-sections [1,16].

When no experimental optical ELF at large values of �hx
is available for a compound Ab1

Bb2
. . ., the ELF calculated

with Eq. (5) is checked against the ELF given by

ELF ¼N
X

j

bj
ELFj

nj
ð6Þ

which results from the additivity of the ratios ELFj/nj,
where nj and ELFj are, respectively, the atomic density
and the ELF of each atomic constituent. The latter being
obtained from the experimental X-ray scattering factors
[17]. Although the results coming from Eq. (6) are not be
reliable for energies corresponding to the excitation of
the outer electrons, they are right for energies comparable
to those of the inner-shells, because these internal electrons
remain practically insensitive to the formation of the
compound.

We have checked that the whole ELF we have modelled
at �hk = 0 verifies the f-sum rule for the effective number of
electrons in the target; this is also satisfied for all values of
�hk due to the analytical properties of the Mermin-type
ELF. As an additional checking, we calculate the mean



Table 1
Parameters used to fit the optical ELF corresponding to the outer
electrons of Ti, Fe, Ge, Pd, LiF and Si3N4

Target [D (g/cm3)] i �hxth,i (eV) �hxi (eV) �hci (eV) Ai

Ti [4.5] 1 15.0 21.0 1.19
2 47.6 122.4 1.04 · 10�1

3 48.4 21.22 2.18 · 10�1

Fe [7.86] 1 25.3 22.6 5.09 · 10�1

2 55.8 87.1 5.00 · 10�1

3 52.8 58.5 10.3 1.73 · 10�2

Ge [5.32] 1 14.8 10.9 6.23 · 10�1

2 16.9 2.72 4.17 · 10�2

3 83.0 190.5 1.81 · 10�1

Pd [12.02] 1 7.3 5.4 3.43 · 10�1

2 30.7 22.6 8.85 · 10�1

3 52.5 21.8 1.07 · 10�1

4 62.9 18.5 1.07 · 10�1

5 512.0 435.0 8.21 · 10�3

LiF [2.635] 1 15.6 3.5 1.03 · 10�1

2 24.6 2.3 2.87 · 10�1

3 42.9 36.7 2.02 · 10�1
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excitation energy, I, of the target obtaining: I(Ti) = 238 eV,
I(Fe) = 280 eV, I(Ge) = 368.6 eV, I(Pd) = 450.5 eV,
I(LiF) = 86.4 eV and I(Si3N4) = 140 eV, in good agreement
with available experimental data [18].

3. Results and discussions

We show in Fig. 1 the ELF at �hk = 0 of Ti, Fe, Ge, Pd,
LiF and Si3N4, as a function of the excitation energy. For
each target, the solid line corresponds to our fitting based
on Eqs. (4) and (5), the left side of the figure is due to exci-
tations of the most outer electrons, whereas the right side,
in a logarithm scale, is due to the excitations of the inner-
shell electrons. The parameters used to fit the contribution
of the outer electrons to the ELF, Eq. (4), appear in Table
1. The experimental data of the ELF for each target are
represented by symbols [19]. For higher energies, where
experimental data are not available to compare with,
the ELF of the compound is calculated according to Eq.
(6). The GOSs we have used to describe the excitations of
Fig. 1. Energy loss function (ELF) in the optical limit, �hk = 0, of Ti, Fe,
Ge, Pd, LiF and Si3N4, as a function of the excitation energy. The solid
line represents our fitting to the experimental ELF, denoted by h [19], and
to the reconstructed ELF from the X-ray scattering factors, represented by
s [17].

4 54.7 70.7 46.3 6.36 · 10�2

Si3N4 [3.4] 1 25.1 7.35 6.09 · 10�1

2 25.3 26.9 4.86 · 10�1

3 99.8 152.4 163.3 2.23 · 10�2

D is the atomic mass density of the target.
the inner-shell electrons clearly appear as sharp edges in
the ELF for high transferred energies, namely the excita-
tions of the K-shell electrons for F, Si and N, and the
excitations of the K- and L-shell electrons for Ti, Fe, Ge
and Pd.

The stopping cross section (SCS) is a magnitude that is
often used to quantify the energy loss per unit path length
instead of the stopping power, because the former removes
the dependence on the target density. It is defined as
SCS = SpM2/D, where M2 and D are the atomic mass
and the density of the target, respectively. In Fig. 2 we
show the SCSs of Ti, Fe, Ge, Pd, LiF and Si3N4 for H+

and He+ projectiles, as a function of the energy per
nucleon, using the previous representations of the target
ELF and the projectile charge fractions from [10]. The solid
curves correspond to the SCSs calculated using the
modified Brandt–Kitagawa model [12,13] for qq(k),
whereas the symbols represent experimental SCSs [4,21–
25]. For comparison purposes, we have plotted as dashed
curves the semi-empirical predictions of the SRIM-2003
code [20], which are based on fits to experimental stopping
cross sections. It can be seen in Fig. 2 that the SCS
calculations performed with the modified Brandt–Kitag-
awa model show a satisfactory agreement with most of
the available experimental data, even at low projectile
energies.

The polarization of the projectile increases the SCS for
hydrogen projectiles by about 10–15% near the SCS maxi-
mum (E � 30 keV/nucleon), whereas we have checked that
this phenomenon is negligible for helium projectiles



Fig. 2. Stopping cross section (SCS) of Ti, Fe, Ge, Pd, LiF and Si3N4, for
H+ and He+ as a function of the projectile energy. Solid lines represent our
calculations and dashed lines are SRIM-2003 predictions [20]. Symbols
refer to experimental data: H+ (h) and He+ (s) in Ti, Fe, Ge and Pd [21];
H+ in LiF (n [22], , [23], + [24]), He+ in LiF (� [25]) and in Si3N4 (· [4]).
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because its low polarizability. All the same, such effect
should be considered for other heavier projectiles with high
polarizability, like lithium [11].

Our calculations take into account the chemical effect
because the fitting of the low-energy region of the ELF
to the experimental ELF of the compound target, where
the major discrepancies from Bragg’s additivity rule appear
[15]. Obviously, the main contribution to the SCS is due to
the outer electron excitations, however, when increasing
the projectile energy the influence of the inner-shell electron
excitations becomes more important. We find that the
inner-shell electron excitations of the analyzed targets have
a similar behavior; in particular, the L-shell contribution of
Ti represents �2% of the total SCS for a projectile energy
of 300 keV/nucleon, whereas it is �18% at 3000 keV/
nucleon. In contrast, the K-shell contribution has no influ-
ence even at 3000 keV/nucleon, representing a contribution
to the SCS less than 0.2%.

The contribution to the SCS due to electron capture and
loss by the projectile represents �5–15% of the total SCS
near the SCS maximum for hydrogen projectiles and
decreases as the projectile energy increases, being negli-
gible for J 400 keV/nucleon; this percentage drastically
decreases for helium projectiles, being less than 3% near
the SCS maximum. It is worth to mention that the contribu-
tion to the SCS due to electron capture and loss processes
strongly increases as the projectile energy decreases, repre-
senting even �25–60% of the total SCS for �1 keV/
nucleon.

4. Conclusion

In summary, we have employed the dielectric formalism
to calculate the electronic stopping cross section of Ti, Fe,
Ge, Pd, LiF and Si3N4 for swift H+ and He+ projectiles.
Both the projectile charge density and the target ELF are
properly described in this theoretical framework, the for-
mer through the modified BK model and the latter using
a sum of Mermin-type ELF to describe the excitations of
outer electrons and atomic GOSs to account for the excita-
tion of inner-shell electrons. Then, the SCS was obtained as
a weighted sum of all the contributions due to the different
charge states that the swift ion can have inside the target
plus the SCS due to the electron capture and loss processes.
In addition, we consider in our calculations the polariza-
tion of the projectile due to the self-induced electric field.

The SCSs calculated through this procedure reproduce
reasonably well the available experimental values in a wide
range of projectile energies.
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